We are courageous and strong.

And, smart – just like you!

COLOR JAM WITH MOXIE AND SPARX!

Moxie and Sparx are helping the Children's Tumor Foundation to end NF!
I'm a courageous bear and a champion for teamwork!

Hi, I'm Moxie! Let's end NF!

I want you to remember that you are not alone—you have your family, all of your doctors and nurses, and lots of friends like me to support you!
Hello, I’m Sparx!
Knowledge is power!

I’m a clever, quick-witted fox who wants to spark your love for lifelong learning.

I believe that kids who learn about NF are heroes!
Always remember, it’s okay to ask questions!
Moxie and Sparx love going to the Shine A Light NF Walk!

Even small steps can make a big difference!
Moxie and Sparx are running with the NF Endurance Team

They are going to start training so next year they can run a 5K!
Sparx is doing a CHANGE for NF fundraiser.

Every penny counts in the fight against NF!
Moxie decided to create her own fundraiser!
Sparx believes that it's important to advocate for NF!
Moxie likes to look at all the buildings and monuments that light up in blue and green during NF Awareness Month!
When you go to an NF Clinic, you are being taken care of by the best doctors and nurses around.
NF is a nickname for NEUROFIBROMATOSIS. That's a big word!

Can you help Sparx find all the words hidden in the puzzle?
Hint: Search across, down, and diagonal.

Neurofibromatosis
Chromosomes
Cells
Moxie
Family
History
I Know A Fighter

Sparx
End NF
Learning
Brain
NF
Neurofibromin
Symptoms
NF is something that you are born with. You can't catch it!

NF can run in families. Sometimes NF just happens!
Lots of people have NF – over 2½ million people!
Scientists are learning more and more about NF. That knowledge tells doctors how to help kids with NF!
Moxie and Sparx are best friends who are working together to end NF!

If you have NF, remember - you are not alone.
There is nothing you can't do.
The sky is the limit!
Thank you for helping the
Children's Tumor Foundation end NF!